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Introduction
This paper attempts to explain one of the underlyingforces that led to
the phenomenal growth of regionalism in the Asia Pacific. Specifically, it looks
into the relationship between US hegemony and the evolving regional security
system. I This paperarguesthat there is an inverserelationshipbetween American
hegemony and the rise of multilateralism, i.e., the coordination among three or
more states on the basis of generalized principlesof conduct,' in the Asia Pacific
region. An extremeform of UShegemony in the Cold Warera underminedefforts
toward multilateralism. However, recent multilateral efforts to address security
matters werea resultof the declinein extremepreponderance of the United States
(US) in the AsiaPacific. Therefore,this paper seeksto addressthe extent to which
the declineof hegemony affects the preference of the hegemonitself and regional
states to pursue a multilateral rather than a bilateral arrangement in managing
regional security.

Hegemony and Multilateralism: A Theoretical Framework
The end of the Cold War has considerably lessened the integrating
dynamics, and increased thediscontinuity between the globaland regional systems.
This phenomenon has renewed the interest in regional approaches, specifically
multilateral approaches, to securityproblems. For instance, Barry Buzan argues
that the removal of the overlay of the old geopolitics has "encouraged multipolarity
and contributed to an international system in which regional arrange~ents can
be expectedto assume greater importance,") Likewise, the United Nations (UN)
recognizes the potential role regional multilateral arrangements could play in
the changed global order. UN Secretary-General Boutros-Boutros Ghali contends
that "regional arrangements and agencies in many cases possess a potential that
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shouldbe utilizedin servingthe functions ofpreventive diplomacy, peacekeeping,
peacemaking and post-conflict peaeebuilding.?' Hefurther mentions that"regional
actionas a matterofdecentralization, delegation and cooperation withthe United
Nations could lighten the burden of the [Security Council], but also contribute
to a deeper senseof participation, consensus and democratization in international
affairs. "5
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In spite of this renewed optimism over regional multilateral approach
to security, its placeand rolein institutinga stable regional order is still evolving.
In the meantime, a few basic questions demand theoretical clarification. What
drives regional states to cooperate by way of multilateralism? What factors are
likelyto undermine the creation and/or success of regionalized multilateralism?
What is the relationship between hegemony and multilateral efforts?

•

Although there exists a vast amount of literature on the general
relationship between hegemony and economic cooperation," the linkagebetween
hegemony and security cooperation, particularly hegemony and regional security
multilateralism, remains undertheorized. Consequently, mostofthe explanations
on why states cooperate in addressing security concerns are extrapolated from
theories of economic cooperation. For instance, Robert Keohane and Robert
Axelrode argue thata single framework ofanalysis canthrowlightonbothpoliticaleconomic and security relationships.' Keohane and Nye define hegemony as "a
situation in which one state is powerful enough to maintain the essential rules'
governing interstate relations, and willing to do so.''8 Robert Gilpin adds that
a hegemon mustalsobe capable ofextracting contribution toward the maintenance
ofthese rules." But theconcept of hegemony is alsounderstood as the'<willingness
of the partners of a hegemon to defer to the hegemonial leadership." In oth
words, hegemony is rooted in "the awareness by elites in subordinate states th t
they are benefiting, as well as the willingness of the hegemon itself to sacrifi e
tangible short-term benefits for intangible longer-term gains.'?"

•
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From the perspective of early hegemonic stability theory, two major
assumptions account for the relationship between hegemony andcooperation. The
first assumption, as elaborated byKeohane's earlierwork, is that "order in world
politics is typically created by a single dominant power"." This implies that
formation ofinternational cooperation or regimes normally depends on hegemony.
The second assumption, forwarded by Charles Kindleberger, is that "for the world
economy to be stable, it needs a stabilizer. "12 This also means that maintaining
cooperation requires continued hegemony. Under each assumption, the decline
of hegemonic power is problematic for cooperation, international regimes in
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particular. As Gilpin cites, the decline of international leadership of the US, which
has already been evident as early as a decade ago, "seriously undermined the
stable political framework that sustained the expansion of liberal world economy
in the postwar era.'?" However, Keohane, in After Hegemony, later argues that
cooperation may continue even if the preponderant state experiences relative
decline. This is possible because of the inertia of existing regimes, the presence
of specific shared interests, and the willingness of the declining hegemon to lead.
But Keohane does not suggest that it is possible for a regime to arise "after
hegemony."
But how does one explain the regional security structure of the Asia
Pacific region in the Cold War era, where there was an absence of successful
multilateralism and conspicuous preponderance of the US? What about the
phenomenal increase in security dialogue processes, and subsequently, the
formation of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) in the midst of serious questions
on the predominance of the US in the Asia Pacific region after the Cold War
period? In answering these puzzles of Asia Pacific regionalism, the incentives
and preferences of both the hegemon and regional states are taken into
consideration.

•
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According to Arthur Stein, the outcome of the interaction of states is
a function of their interests and ordering of preferences, which in tum are
determined by the degree of power distribution in the international system. Donald
Crone further notes in his studyof Asia Pacificeconomic cooperation that, although
highly asymmetric patterns of relations, Of dependence, and symmetric or balanced
patterns of relations are similar in analytic properties, they differ in the way they
shape states' incentives. Therefore, if there exists a vast disparity between the
hegemon and subordinate actors, the former finds no incentive to eschew
independent decision-making. Relying on its superior relational power, the
hegemon is disposed to impose or dictate order as a way of achieving its most
preferred or the optimal outcome in relation to other states. The creation of a
regime or multilateral arrangement which would entail tedious bargaining and
coordination with more states is no longer seen as necessary. The superior state
then prefers to obtain a bilateral rather than a multilateral arrangement. Briefly
put, high asymmetry of power leaves a preponderant state with few incentives
to pursue coordinated decision-making or multilateralism.
Similarly, asymmetry of power relations molds other actors' incentives
and preferences. In a bilateral set-up, for as long as subordinate actors share with
the hegemon the most preferred outcome, there is no reason to create a regime.
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They may prefer to "exploit whatever individual advantages they can muster, to
free-ride, or to pursue tactics of dependence" in a bilateral arrangement rather
than to pursue a "general order within which they clearly have little voice."
The incentives to change the form of engagement among states may
however begin as differences in power distribution (either real or mere perceptions)
narrow. When this context of interaction leads to an undesirable or suboptimal
outcome or complete uncertainty, the hegemon may prefer to move from an
independent to a joint, coordinated and balanced decision-making. In particular,
the inability to sustain extreme hegemony may well press the preponderant state.
toward the "creation of a common institution to pursue its interests, to share burdens,
to solve common problems, and to generate international support and legitimacy
for its policies." Although, it may allow concessions to subordinate states, the
declining hegemon would still use its size to preserve its bargaining power, and
would seldom make concessions on its own initiatives. Likewise, a suboptimal
outcome of regional states' relation with the hegemon offers them the incenti~e
to shift from dependence to cooperative strategy. Multilateralism becomes an
attractive alternative arrangement not only because of the perception that the
declining hegemon is no longer solely capable of sustaining order at a most
preferred level but also because they want to keep a large actor in the system
as well as to constrain exercise of its unilateral power. Stein says that the decision
of both the hegemon and secondary states to engage in a mutual cooperation
is necessary to achieve an optimal outcome.
In brief, this theoretical framework, contrary to the assumptions of the
hegemonic stability theory, contends that the erosion of extreme hegemony provides
the political environment favorable for multilateralism. As hegemony declines,
although it remains dominant in the region, the incentives for all actors to cooperate
via multilateralism may change. This framework may well explain the absence
of institutionalized multilateralism in the Cold War, and the recent attempts toward
such an arrangement to manage the security of the Asia Pacific region.
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American Preponderance and the Asia Pacific Security System
in the Cold War Era
Unlike the Atlantic region, the Asia Pacific exhibited no evidence of
successful multilateralism both in the fields of political economy and security
in the Cold War era. There were proposals and attempts to create pan-Pacificsecurity organizations, but all failed to materialize. In order to understand such
a pattern, it is instructive to analyze the distribution of power in the Asia Pacific,
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and the incentives and preferences its states have that discouraged them from
engaging beyond bilateralism in the Cold War era.
Driven by its huge economic and strategic interests, the US among all
states projected the strongest presence in the Asia Pacific region in the Cold War
era. It has maintained several major military installations and deployed military
forces in various points-of the region for a ready, quick and flexible reaction
capability to contingencies in Asia. Its extremely powerful position in the
international and regional systems gave the US an immense leverage to dictate
arrangements that were most beneficial for its national interests. These
arrangements included bilateral relations with Japan, Australia, South Korea,
the Philippines and Thailand, and a unilaterally initiated decision on Taiwan
(i.e., the Taiwan Relations Act).

•

Not only the capabilityand the willingness ofthe US to providefor security
guarantees but also the willingness of regional states to accept such provision
made bilateralism a rule in Asia Pacific regional politics. Thus, instead of going
through a tedious multilateral bargaining process, regional states remained aloof
from one another, and committed themselves to their own internal economic
development under the security umbrella of the US. Consequently, inculcated
was a dependence on the US by regional states, and the absence of any real
advancement toward multilateral security initiatives in the region. Two cases of
possible venues for regional multilateral cooperation in the Cold War era, the
Southeast Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO)and Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN), could illustrate this linkage between extreme American
hegemony and multilateralism.
Although meant to become a collective security organization, SEATO
did not progress successfully from bilateral relations between the US and each
member-state. Because every member-state held different perceptions of what
constituted an external threat, collective action was an inadequate mechanism
to respond to their varying security predicaments. Instead, members tried to muster
whatever gains they could obtain from bilateral relations they had previouslyforged
with the US, or to free-ride on the security umbrella provided for by the US.
To put it briefly, SEATO became defunct before it even began as a collective
security organization.
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Another case in point is the ASEAN. Although it is often noted as the
most successful regional organization in the developing world, its effectiveness
in overcoming the challenges of the Cold War is not rooted in multilateral ism.
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ASEAN approached security not in a multilateral manner. In order to ensure
stability and nonsusceptibility to possible encroachment by majorpowers, ASEAN
members opted to insulate themselves from the dynamics of regional politics,
whichwas fundamentally determined by the interplay of the US,USSRand China.
Tothis end,theypushedfor a policy of national resilience or self-reliance. National
resilience is fundamentally "an inward-looking concept basedon the proposition
that national security lies not in militaryalliances or under the defense umbrella
of a greater power, but in social development, political stability, and a sense of
nationalism" by individual member-states. From this national resilience stems
regional resilience, from the sum total of every ASEAN member's national
resilience." In effect, the very foundation of ASEAN as an institution is never
meant to be multilateral in nature.
Consistent with the policy of national resilience, member-states refused
to transform ASEAN into a military alliance, or to be perceived as one. Two
factors could also account for this reluctance. The first was that the formation
of a security organization was not possible because of the absence of a common
perception of externalthreats.The second was the fear of provoking intervention
from the alliancebetween Vietnam and the USSR. Thus, in lieu of a multilateral
security arrangement, member-states forged a web ofinterlocking bilateral defense
arrangements with each other. These undoubtedly contributed to intra-ASEAN
transparency, confidence-building measures (CBMs), andclose personal tiesamong
security personnel at the highest levels.
There were efforts to undertake multilateral initiatives under the aegis
of the Association. These included dialogue and consultation processes through
the ASEAN Post-Ministerial Meeting (ASEAN-PMC) and the ASEAN High
Council. The latter's agenda was mainly on economic matters. Only on three
political issues - thewarin Afghanistan, the Cambodian problem and Vietnamese
refugees - was the ASEAN-PMC actually involved. Meanwhile, the HighCouncil
was provided for by the ASEAN Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (T AC). The
Council could have servedas a forum for conflict resolution in Southeast Asia.
but it has never been constituted as such.
Moreover, the ASEAN's proposal for the creation of a Southeast Asian
Zoneof Peace, Freedom and Neutrality (ZOPFAN) couldhavealsobeena catalyst
in institutionalizing multilateralism at a subregional level. However, due to their
vulnerability to the politics of major powers, ASEAN members' dependence on
the US security umbrellaprevailed morethan their desire for nonalignment. For
instance, the Philippines and Thailand preferred to remainbound by their mutual
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defense treaties with the US. Singapore also feared that the neutrality proposal
couldleadto a premature American disengagement fromthe region, thus inviting
the riseof a regional hegemon. Indonesia. despite itsstrongadvocacy for neutrality,
saw the US as balancer against a perceived long-term threat from China. 14
The past dynamics of ASEAN involvement in security matters clearly
illustrate theabsence of multilateralismin Southeast Asia. Asdiscussed, ASEAN's
ability to provide for its members' security resulted from interlocking bilateral
relations within it, and their ability to insulate themselves from major powers'
encroachment. However, the latter was possible only because they opted to rely
on the security umbrella provided by the hegemon.

Hegemonic Decline and the Rise of Multi/ateralism
in the Post-Cold War Asia Pacific Region

•

..
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Security issues have taken various forms and shapes in the post-Cold
Warera. In the AsiaPacific region, states haveto reckon withboth conventional
and nonconventional security concerns. These include the uncertain regional .
balance of forces, territorial and maritime boundary problems, nuclear and
conventional arms proliferation, drug trafficking, migration, terrorism, piracy,
and others. The impact ofthe emergence ofthesemultitude of issues furtherbares
the uncertainty of regional politics and the necessity of a new approach to Asia
Pacific security.
While newer threats come to the fore, there are serious questions on
the prominence of the US as a preponderant force and its security commitments
to the Asia Pacific region. The strong public clamor to attend to its domestic
economy and the dramatic reduction in its perceptions of the threat posed by
the Soviet Union led the US to reconsider its defense policies toward the Asia
Pacific region. Thus, in addition to the termination of its basing rights in the
Philippines, the US underthe East AsiaSecurity Initiative (EASI), was to reduce
its deployed forces from 135,000 to 120,000 from 1990 to 1999. 15 Butas indicated
in the 1995 United States Security Strategy for the East Asia Pacific Region,
the force structure since 1994 has been held at 100,000 troops," In addition to
the decision to scale down military forces, President Bill Clintonalso calledfor
American Asian allies to assume greater responsibility for their own defense."
Hence, Japanspends about$5 billionannually as hostto the USforces, and South
Koreaprovides support to USForces in Korea(USFK) through directand indirect
means. IS
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The decline of hegemony lies not only in the decrease of the absolute
sizeofthe USmilitarypresence, butalsoin the relative increase of regional states'
defense capability and their perception that the USwould be lessableand willing
to remain as the prime architect of regional security order. Japan, despite its
sustained key interest in the strong presence of the US in the Asia Pacific, is
tryingto assume an independent regional role. 19 Itis alsointhe process of acquiring
sophisticated military capability that might be used in the long run to guarantee
the security of sea lanesof communication in Southeast Asia In regional terms,
Japan already has a very substantial and modem naval force, including some
100 maritime combat aircraft, 64 major surface combatants (six destroyers and
S8 frigates) and 14submarines." TheSelf-Defense Forces alreadyhasthecapability
to deploy its forces, and has indeed deployed them as far as 1,000 miles away
from its main islands, almost reachingthe Philippine territory," Japan's defense
budget is also increasing at a rate of three percent per annum. The justifications
citedfor this increase are China's and NorthKorea's rising military budget, and
the unresolved dispute with Russia over Kurile islands."
In addition to the rise of Japan as a potential regional power is the
resurgence of China. Spurredby sustained double-digit economic growth, China
has been trying to acquire modem military technology, including a new class
ofdestroyers, upgraded versions ofthe Luda classdestroyers, a newclassofmissile
frigates, and newclasses of resupply and amphibious assaultshipsfor sustaining
operations furtherfromshoreandforlonger periods." Chinais expected tobecome
the world's largest military in terms of structure and capability if it sustains its
growth in the next decades.
Militarymodernization isalsounderway in. Taiwan, and Northand South
Koreaand mostof Southeast Asian states. If thistrendcontinues, the AsiaPacific
willwitness a growing concentration of heavily armedforces equipped withmodem
technology in the coming decades.
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Furthermore, the affirmation by the US of its one-China policy has
engendered doubts on American regional alliesabout UScommitment toTaiwan's
defense. Although the US sent forces during the in early 1996 China-Taiwan
crisisbroughtaboutby the missile testingoffTaiwan Strait,the question whether
or not the US wouldbe willing to use force in case an open conflict breaks up
remains. Likewise, Washington has avoided any form of involvement in the
resolution of the South China Sea dispute. Indeed, Southeast Asian leaders fear
that the US may eventually lose interest in the region because of its declining
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resources, coupledwithstrainedrelations with ASEAN (arisingfrom human rights,
trade gaps, etc.).24
These developments in the AsiaPacificregionhaveshapedthe incentives
for regional statesand the USto move fromasymmetrical bilateralism to cooperative
multilateralism.To recall, former Australian Foreign Minister Gareth Evans first
proposedthe creation of a Conference on SecurityCooperation in Asia (CSCA),
"a future Asian securityarchitecture involvinga whollyinstitutional process that
mightbe capableofevolvingin Asia.justas in Europe, asframework for addressing
and resolving security problem's. ''2S This proposal was dropped on the grounds
of acknowledged differences between Europeand Asia. Butthe needforconfidencebuilding measures gained currency.

'.
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Within ASEAN, member-states were skeptical about the idea of a panPacific CSCE-like institution. In general, members of the Association argued
that the Asia Pacific region is too diverse for a single institution, and that a
formation of a regional organization led by regional and external states may lead
ASEAN to lose its identity. Indeed ASEAN's response echoed that of the Bush
Administration whichdubbed the proposal as a "solutionin searchfor a problem". 26
Former US President George Bush was averse to any form of multilateralism
because it might undermine the bilateral engagements of the US by weakening
its bargaining power. His administration's official policy was couched in these
words: "While the United States would adjust the form of its security role in
the region, it intends to retain the substance of its role and the bilateral defense
relationships which give it structure.'?' Note that caution in US engagement
was also due to the euphoria over the victory of US-led UN contingent against
Iraq, which was interpretedas the global reassertionand successof US hegemony.
Later, the ASEANmember-states, with the support of Japan," proposed
the use of a more flexible and more consultative mechanism for promoting an
exchangeofviewson securitywithin the region.That alternative was the ASEANPMC. Cited were some advantages of the ASEAN-PMC as a security forum: (l)
it has experienced discussing political issues in the past, albeit limited only to
the Afghanistan War, the Cambodian problem, and the question of Vietnamese
refugees; (2) it is acceptable to all members of the ASEAN; (3) it is inclusive
in membership; and (4) it can make use of track-two diplomacy to support the
forum." By 1993, in addition to Japan, US, South Korea and China expressed
support - but with different degrees of enthusiasm - to the ASEAN initiative.
Japan promisedto "developa long-termvision regardingthe future order of peace
and security in the region.?"
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As regards the US,a shift to multilateralism was noted in March 1993.
Winston Lord, the new assistant secretary for East, Asian and Pacific Affairs,
signaled a willingness of the US to participate in multilateral fora.31 This was
later followed by President Clinton's call for a new regional security dialogue
during his visit to North Korea in 1993. He officially endorsed the ASEANPMC as an immediate opportunity to further such dialogue. President Clinton,
unlike former President Bushsawmultilateralism as supplementary to USalliances
and strategy offorward military presence. Heposited that a multilateral approach
to security in the Asia-Pacific can "ensure that the end of the Cold War does
not provide an opening for regional rivalry, chaos and arms race.'?' Arguably,
this shift in policy is to a large extent a function of the inability of the US to
sustainan extremely strongpresence in different regions which is in tum caused
bydomestic pressure, and President Clinton'sinability to forge a coherentforeign
policy for his administration.
The result of the above-mentioned proposals in drafting the security
agendaofthe AsiaPacific was the formation ofthe ARF in 1993. Itsfirst meeting
was held in July 1994, and was participated in by ASEAN members, their seven
dialogue partners, plus China and Russiaand three observers - Vietnam, Laos
and Papua NewGuinea In 1996, theARF has widened toinclude India,Cambodia,
and Myanmar. The participants agreed during the first meeting that the ARF
wouldbe a "high-level consultative forum that can makesignificant contributions
toefforts toward confidence-building and preventive diplomacy in the AsiaPacific
region.?" They also endorsed the ASEAN's Treaty of Amity and Cooperation
as a codeof conduct governing relations between statesand a uniquediplomatic
instrument for regional confidence-building, preventive diplomacy, and political
and security cooperation." However, it remains debatable whether or not this
treaty could serve as backbone of the forum.
The willingness of states to engage themselves in a multilateral
arrangement' via the ARF is a fundamental shift in the Asia Pacific security
perspective. The ARF signifies an inclusive approach to security, whereby states
withvaryingideologies and capabilities coordinate to solve "common aversions"
and"common dilemmas" arisingfroma broadened concept of security. In addition,
the ARF limits itself not only to the possible contribution of coordinated states'
actions but also the contribution of track-two diplomacy. Track two diplomacy
is a meeting of experts from the academic, governmental, official, nongovernmental, and private communities to "converse about issues of common
concerns. "34
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Thus far, the ARF hasbegun exploring several possibilities forconfidencebuilding measures and preventive diplomacy, cooperative security ventures on
variousissuessuchasthe Koreadivide, the SouthChinaSeaconflict, transnational
pollution, arms proliferation among others, and task force meetings and senior
official meetings at different levels. Even the road map which the ARF is going
to take has already been delved into. The result is an evolutionary method. i.e.,
from confidence-building and preventive diplomacy to the elaboration of
approaches to the conflict."

Conclusion
As argued earlier, the inability of the US to sustain its extreme
preponderance and also its perceived reluctance to provide for security guarantees
in the Asia Pacific opened the space for both the superpower and the regional
states to consider movingfrom an asymmetric and dependent bilateralism to a
cooperative interactionthrough multilateralism.This linkagebetween hegemony
and multilateralism is likelyto haveimplications on the future of the AsiaPacific
regional security architecture. If the US would remain more inward-looking,
or perceived as a declining hegemon that is less capableor unwilling to provide
forthe collective good, then multilateralismislikely tobeviewed asa morepractical
approach to maintaining regional peace and stability. After all, multilateralism
is a process that views indivisibility of peace, and allows states of varying
capabilities to haveequal voiceand equal responsibilty in maintainingorder. At
this juncture in the Asia Pacificregion, it maybe the only wayfor both regional
states and the US to instill influence, control, and predictability in each other's
actions.
However, the ARF as a venue for multilateralizing securityfaces some
uncertainties as regards its future. First, the ARF's long-term sustainability lies
in its ability to find a common denominator for cooperation besides the interest
in keeping the region stable. Second, its effectiveness will hinge on its ability
to provide practical solutions to regional problems. Hence, while the ARF
participants recognize the importance of comprehensive security, they must also
identify issues that they can adequately address, and issues that can be placed
under other international institutions. Moreover, the pace at which ARF is going
through must be examinedcarefully. The ASEAN's proposal, and subsequently,
ARF's decision to take an evolutionary and nonlegalistic approachmight impede
the development ofconcrete proposals. Finally, there has to be an institutionalized
code of conduct that should serve as a framework for partcipants' interaction
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in orderto ensurethat smallstates' interests be accomodated, and theirbargaining
power be not overshadowed by more powerful actors.
In conclusion, although the decline of extreme hegemony provides for
a favorable contextfor states to cooperate, it is not sufficient for multilateralism
to succeed. Multilateralism has be institutionalized. Institutionalization can take
place at two levels. The first is by adopting shared values and code of conduct
which could constrain independent decision-making by concerned states. The
second is the creation of a structure that would oversee the implementation of
confidence-building measures (CBMs), gatherinformation about existingconflicts
in the region, and serve as repository of information from dialogues.
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